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Where Are We Now?

P
eriprosthetic joint infection

(PJI) is perhaps the most-chal-

lenging complication

following TKA because the presenta-

tion can be varied, the diagnosis is

often difficult to make, and the

treatments and treatment outcomes are

often diverse. Though the rate of PJI is

less than 2%, with the continued

growth in the numbers of TKAs being

performed, nearly 70,000 Americans

may experience a PJI every year by

2030 [6]. The sheer size of this number

underscores the need for data about the

reasons TKAs undergo revision, given

the severe associated morbidity and

costs.

Recent large clinical and national

joint registry studies show infection to

be the main early cause of revision

with other reasons overtaking PJI after

5 years [1, 13]. The current study by

Koh and colleagues, for example,

shows that infection is the main cause

of revision during the first 15 years

after primary TKA.

These studies differ from earlier

outcome studies that reported poly-

ethylene wear as the predominant

reason for failure [12]. The incidence of

wear particle-induced osteolysis and

subsequent aseptic loosening has

reduced considerably during the past 15

years thanks to the introduction of

improved polyethylenes with good

oxidative stability [11]. Therefore, a

shift in the reasons for reoperations

after TKA has occurred from implant-

related mechanisms like wear to sur-

geon- and patient-related mechanisms

such as infection, instability, malalign-

ment, and arthrofibrosis. Appropriately,

new surgical techniques and antibacte-

rial surface treatments of implants are

being proposed as strategies to reduce

the risk of early infection.

Where Do We Need To Go?

Assessing the effectiveness of new

approaches intended to reduce infec-

tion rate is challenging because of the

relative infrequency of this complica-

tion, which results in the need for large

study populations. Multicenter,

national registry, and insurance-data-

base studies that collect data on both

primary and revision procedures often

can provide sufficient sample sizes to
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evaluate epidemiology, cost effective-

ness, and payer reimbursement with

regard to TKA. Unfortunately, large

registries can be limited by compli-

ance, accuracy of diagnosis, and

procedural coding. In the study by Koh

and colleagues, they successfully

described causes of reoperations and

revisions following TKA over time,

but they had insufficient data to

employ statistical models or risk cal-

culators to identify preoperative,

intraoperative, or postoperative factors

associated with TKA reoperation.

Future studies should use risk

stratification to identify high-risk

patients. Proper patient selection is

essential for achieving a good result

after TKA, and host factors (such as

diabetes, malnutrition, smoking, ster-

oid use, obesity, and alcoholism)

clearly contribute to the risk of infec-

tion. If these factors prove to be

modifiable, new strategies can be

developed to decrease the likelihood of

subsequent reoperations for PJI. For

example, modifying a patient’s medi-

cations and advising a patient on

options like smoking cessation should

lower the risk for surgical-site infec-

tions [9].

How Do We Get There?

Patients at high risk for PJI would

benefit most from new preventative,

diagnostic, and treatment methods. For

example, antibacterial implant surfaces

to avoid biofilm formation have been

developed as a preventative strategy

[5] and synovial fluid biomarkers are

promising discoveries for improving

the accuracy of infection diagnosis [2–

4, 10]. Determining the success of such

approaches requires large patient

databases, which need to be designed

in such a way that they can be used to

differentiate failure mechanisms, sug-

gest fruitful areas for research into the

effects of patient, surgical, and implant

factors that affect outcome, and pro-

vide means for testing new diagnosis

and treatment paradigms. Future

research studies must rely on appro-

priate, standardized protocols for data

collection across multiple orthopaedic

centers, while overcoming the chal-

lenges that come with such

collaborative efforts. For example, the

Multicenter Orthopaedic Outcomes

Network (MOON) group has mean-

ingfully contributed to patient

outcomes research following surgical

reconstruction of ACL tears by

prospectively collecting granular

baseline and followup data at seven

institutions to perform sophisticated

multivariate analyses to identify mod-

ifiable predictors to improve ACL

reconstruction outcomes [7, 8]. To the

field of orthopaedics, this study design

is novel and provides high-quality

evidence for physician decision

making. Currently, there are few reg-

istries or prospective multicenter

studies designed in such a way to study

TKA, though with the support of

organizations like the Knee Society,

large, comprehensive, prospective

TKA studies are underway.
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